Hard proof of conspiracy among Sandberg, Facebook, Zuckerberg, Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama, NSA, C.I.A., FBI, GCHQ, State Dept., FEC, HHS, Commerce Dept. and SEC to spy illegally on American citizens and to obstruct justice to protect their spy platform technology invented by Leader Technologies and stolen by them

How to use this timeline. The links forward you to the CRIMELINE: People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet prepared by Americans for Innovation. Each link forwards you to that timeline entry. The supporting evidence is then linked in the footnotes for that timeline entry. If this document or its links are censored, we maintain backups, so email our partners at American Intelligence Media to request the specific evidence you need.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Harvard student of Larry H. Summers, professor of economics, who was her senior thesis advisor¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Sandberg Thesis: &quot;Economic Factors &amp; Intimate Violence&quot; blaming domestic violence on &quot;traditional attitudes&quot; and &quot;Western society&quot; and &quot;patriarchy&quot;²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991-93</td>
<td>World Bank research assistant to Summers; helped implement disastrous Soviet &quot;globalbaloney&quot; voucher system to privatize the Soviet economy; Yuri Milner was also a Summers research assistant³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>George Soros crashed UK pound; pocketed $1.4 billion profit overnight⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 (Jun 07)</td>
<td>Sandberg mentors and Clinton advisors James P. Chandler, III, John D. Podesta, Robert S. Mueller, III and James B. Comey sponsor Carnegie Endowment meeting to give FBI encryption master key to the entire Internet⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995 (Feb)</td>
<td>Sandberg’s mentor James P. Chandler, III organizes Highlands Group to weaponize inventions (Andrew W. Marshall, Richard O'Neill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999 (Jul. 03) to 2001 (Jan 20)</td>
<td>Sandberg became Chief of Staff to Clinton Treasury Secretary Summers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999 (Jul. 14)</td>
<td>EO 13130 National Infrastructure Assurance Council (NIAC) formed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999 (Sep 29)</td>
<td>In-Q-Tel formed by the Clinton C.I.A.; Facebook becomes full illegal mass surveillance partner under Sandberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999 (Nov 12)</td>
<td>Glass-Steagall banking controls abolished to enable mass funding of illegal surveillance state infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Sheryl K. Sandberg Listed in the 2000 Senior Executive Service (SES) Plum Book along with Madeleine Albright, Sidney Blumenthal, Andrew Cuomo, Tim Geithner, Alan Greenspan, Eric Holder, Michael Horowitz, Patrick Kennedy, Jacob Lew, Bruce Lindsey, Joe Lockhart, Andrew Marshall, Robert McNamara, Robert Mueller, John Podesta, Janet Reno, Susan Rice, Larry Summers, Strobe Talbott, George Tenet, Melanne Verveer, Seth Waxman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Google VP; created Gmail; Doug Band created Clinton Global Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001 (Sep 11)</td>
<td>9/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001 (Oct 31)</td>
<td>William E. Binney resigned NSA saying it had “gone rogue”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001 (Nov 29)</td>
<td>IBM “donates” $40 million to create The IBM Eclipse Foundation to distribute “open source” software to the emerging rogue C.I.A. intelligence spy state military-industrial complex using inventions stolen from Columbus innovator Leader Technologies, Inc. and others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004 (Feb 02)</td>
<td>IBM EclipseCon 2004 held in San Francisco, CA; freely distributed Leader Technologies’ social networking inventions to the companies gathered, including Microsoft, Wind River, Cisco, Oracle, SAP, Qualcomm, EMC, HP, Borland, Eurotech, Agilent, Intel, JPMorgan, Wikis, blogs, Red Hat, companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004 (Feb 04)</td>
<td>Facebook launched at IBM EclipseCon 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004 (Apr 1)</td>
<td>Google/Sandberg launched Gmail; Milner launched Digital Sky, Mail.ru, VKontakt in Russia (2005 Jun)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2005 (Sep 6)  On a one-day trip to Kazakhstan, Bill Clinton secured uranium mining rights for Canadian Frank Giustra for his new company UrAsia which later sold to Putin’s Uranium One for $3.1 billion, approved by Sec. of State Hillary Clinton and Sen. Jeff Sessions; Giustra donated $145 million to the Clinton Foundation where Sandberg is also invested.

2007  Sandberg invested in Dropbox backed by Goldman Sachs, In-Q-Tel, Larry Summers, Digital Sky, Facebook.

2008 (Mar 14)  Appointed Facebook Chief Operating Officer (COO).

2008 (Oct 13)  Pronounced a new "valley girl" by CNN.

2008 (Nov 19)  Leader v. Facebook filed by Leader Technologies, Inc., Columbus, OH and Facebook, Inc., Menlo Park, CA.

2009 (Jan 20)  Barack Obama sworn in to first term; Sandberg mentor and Leader Technologies’ patent attorney James P. Chandler, III holds ball for Obama.

2009 (Jan 21)  Hillary Clinton confirmed as Secretary of State by the U.S. Senate.

2009 (Apr 27)  FBI Dir. Robert S. Mueller, III, hand-delivered to Russian authorities samples of highly-enriched uranium (HEU) on an FBI jet on the tarmac at Moscow’s Sheremetyevo International Airport under orders from Sec. of State Hillary Clinton, Sandberg’s mentor.

2009 (May 26)  Russian Yuri Milner invested $200 million in Facebook where his World Bank colleague was/is COO.

2009 (Jun 03)  Facebook/Sandberg began conspiring with the NSA to illegally share user information on all American citizens.

2009 (Jul 09)  Sidney Blumenthal drafted Hillary CFR speech and included Facebook in “eDiplomacy” strategy ("We must harness the power of new technologies and new means of connecting and communicating. Twitter and Facebook will become as much a part of the diplomatic lexicon as cables and demarches [political step or initiative]’’); this activity is interference by the State Department in the Leader v. Facebook patent infringement trial that was underway.
CONGRESSIONAL BRIEFING: Sheryl K. Sandberg – Proof of conspiracy to spy on Americans and to exploit the social platform software stolen from Leader Technologies

Obstruction of Justice, 18 USC Sec. 1519: "Whoever knowingly alters, destroys, mutilates, conceals, covers up, falsifies, or makes a false entry in any record, document, or tangible object with the intent to impede, obstruct, or influence the investigation or proper administration of any matter within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United States or any case filed under title 11, or in relation to or contemplation of any such matter or case, shall be fined under this title, imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both. 31

2009 Sep (26)  HIDDEN ON HILLARY’S PRIVATE SERVER: Sandberg’s and Hillary/State Department’s first of eight contracts with Facebook, Dmitri Shevelenko 120,000 Contract No. SAQMMA09M1870 for a "template for winning elections" / Coordinated with Lord Mark Malloch-Brown AVID ISIS Leader Plus to push propaganda to all MSM newsroom teleprompters and FB/Google simultaneously. CIA PSYOP; this activity was more interference by the State Department in the Leader v. Facebook patent infringement trial that was underway 32 33 34

2010  Sandberg/Zuckerberg/Facebook stonewalled review of 2003-2004 computers and emails; subsequently claimed they were all “lost” (later declared “found” on 2012 (Jul 18)35

2010 (Jan 21)  Sandberg/Zuckerberg assisted Hillary draft her "Internet Freedom" speech at Newseum in Washington, D.C. 36
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2010 (Jun 27) Sandberg/Facebook, Google, Cisco, Intel, Raytheon and IBM arrange with Sec. of State Hillary Clinton to "donate" $1 billion to help Putin build the Skolkovo Innovation Center outside Moscow.37

2010 (Jul 19-28) Leader v. Facebook trial; Judge Leonard P. Stark failed to recuse due to massive holdings of Facebook financial interests; bizarre split verdict where Leader proved on 11 of 11 claims that Facebook was infringing Leader’s patent, yet turned against Leader on untested, fabricated evidence for which Judge Stark (an Obama nominee yet to be confirmed) blocked Leader conducting discovery to prepare defenses38

2010 (Aug 19) HIDDEN ON HILLARY’S PRIVATE SERVER: Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) and Hillary’s U.S. State Department start “Outreach to the Muslim World”39

2010 (Sep 30) HIDDEN ON HILLARY’S PRIVATE SERVER: Sandberg’s and Hillary/State Department’s $265,000 Contract No. SAQMMA09M1870 for election winning template, also naming Russian Dmitri Shevelenko; later confirmed to be supported by Lord Mark Malloch-Brown.40 Smartmatic election voting machines (Mitt Romney and Bain Capital), ISIS Management Limited and AVID Technologies, Inc. controlled by Sen. Dianne G.B. Feinstein 41 42

2010 (Nov 05) Sandberg’s Russian co-conspirator Yuri Milner moves his ex-Goldman Sachs Moscow Mail.ru (formerly Digital Sky) executive Alexander Tamas to Dubai to run Milner’s banking and operations43

2010 (Nov 16) Sandberg conspired with, NSA, Google, Twitter to integrate with the Raytheon RIOT (Rapid Information Overlay Technology) mass surveillance data mining software to illegally spy on American citizens across all social platforms44

2011 (Feb 16) HIDDEN ON HILLARY’S PRIVATE SERVER: Assisted Hillary in second Internet Freedom speech drafting; she wrote to Cheryl Mills: "We look forward to continuing to work together and supporting the Secretary in this important work. On behalf of Mark Zuckerberg and myself, please give her our warmest congratulations;" also mentioned “field testing elements of the [SHEVELENKO: ‘template for winning elections’] framework"

Sandberg invited Hillary to "completely off the record" "Women of Silicon Valley" dinner meeting in her home45
2011 (Feb 17)  Barack Obama organized a private dinner in Silicon Valley for the following members of White House Pay-to-Play companies, including Sandberg’s Facebook CEO, Mark Zuckerberg.


2011 (Jun 29)  Larry H. Summers, Sandberg’s mentor, appointed director of Andreessen Horowitz at Sandberg’s Facebook’ $1 billion purchase of Instagram.

2011 (Nov 03)  The Eclipse Foundation, IBM and Eurotech provided MQTT messaging technology to Sandberg/Facebook in evident conspiracy to spy on all Americans.

2012 (Feb 01)  Sandberg/Facebook filed S-1 Registration; failed to disclosed ongoing *Leader v. Facebook* patent infringement fight or their infringement of Leader’s patent on 11 of 11 claims; also failed to disclose conspiratorial associations with Hillary Clinton, Department of State, NSA, Google, Twitter, Raytheon, Intel, Putin, Milner, C.I.A. etc.

2012 (Mar 27)  HIDDEN ON HILLARY’S PRIVATE SERVER: Hillary hosted private dinner with Sandberg, Marne L. Levine and Cheryl D. Mills at Ricchi Restaurant in Washington, D.C.; more evidence of conspiracy to obstruct
justice in the ongoing Leader v. Facebook appeal; Hillary continued to tamper with a potential witness.\(^{53}\)

**2012 (Apr 17)** Patent Office director David J. Kappos, former IBM executive, ordered an unprecedented third reexamination of Leader Technologies’ social networking patent in Leader v. Facebook.\(^{54}\)

**2012 (Jul 18)** Sandberg declared stonewalled Zuckerberg hard drives “found”—all 28 of them, in Ceglia v. Zuckerberg.\(^{55}\)

**2012 (Nov 16)** Supreme Court asked to hear Leader v. Facebook petition for writ of certiorari; Chief Justice John Roberts failed to disclose his massive financial holdings in Facebook interests.\(^{56}\)

**2013 (Jan 07)** Supreme Court refused to take up Leader v. Facebook appeal; Facebook did not even file a response in defense.\(^{57}\)

**2013 (Mar 12)** NSA director James B. Clapper lied to Congress saying the NSA was not engaged in mass surveillance of American citizens.\(^{58}\)

**2013 (Jun 06)** NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden disclosed that Sandberg and Facebook were illegally conspiring with Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, Paltalk, YouTube, Skype, AOL and Apple to conduct mass surveillance on American citizens.\(^{59}\)

**2018 (May 17)** Sandberg, Zuckerberg, Facebook partnered with George Soros’ Atlantic Council “to combat election meddling;” such propaganda from them is now notoriously known to be Saul Alinsky Rules for Radicals communist double-speak for the opposite: they intend to meddle in elections; the Atlantic Council is notoriously known for being anti-Trump, anti-populist, anti-Brexit anti-Russia, anti-Christian, anti-U.S. Constitution and pro-open borders, pro-Senior Executive Service (SES), pro-Privy Council, pro-EU, pro-euthanasia, pro-carbon tax, pro-one-world-government
**CONGRESSIONAL BRIEFING:** Sheryl K. Sandberg – Proof of conspiracy to spy on Americans and to exploit the social platform software stolen from Leader Technologies

---

**Figure 1:** Glenn Greenwald. (May 14, 2014). Snowden NSA archive Documents from No Place to Hide, PDF page 81. Glenn Greenwald / MacMillian. (Glenn Greenwald, p. 160: Edward Snowden proof that NSA was colluding with Facebook, FISA Court, FAA, CES and FBI).\(^{60}\)
Figure 2: Glenn Greenwald. (May 14, 2014). Snowden NSA archive Documents from No Place to Hide, PDF page 81. Glenn Greenwald / MacMillian. (Glenn Greenwald, p. 160: Edward Snowden proof that NSA was colluding with Facebook, FISA Court, FAA, CES and FBI).
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Figure 3: Glenn Greenwald. (May 14, 2014). Snowden NSA archive Documents from No Place to Hide, PDF page 81. Glenn Greenwald / MacMillian. (Glenn Greenwald, p. 160: Edward Snowden proof that NSA was colluding with Facebook, FISA Court, FAA, CES and FBI).
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Figure 4: Glenn Greenwald. (May 14, 2014). Snowden NSA archive Documents from No Place to Hide, PDF page 81. Glenn Greenwald / MacMillian. (Glenn Greenwald, p. 160: Edward Snowden proof that NSA was colluding with Facebook, FISA Court, FAA, CES and FBI).
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Inescapable Conclusion: Most, if not all, of the social networking functions of large online providers were created by the U.S. Government via IBM-NSA-Eclipse Foundation to spy on both children and adults. In return for information on citizens, the government allowed commercial exploitation of the citizens and their personal data by these companies.

Dates When NSA PRISM Collection Began For Each Provider

Source: NSA Whistleblower Edward Snowden, Jun. 6, 2013 (Thank you)

TOP SECRET/SI/ORCON/NOFORM

Figure 5: On Jun. 06, 2013, NSA Whistleblower, Edward Snowden, revealed that most large online data services providers participate in an NSA program to sweep up all user data into NSA computers for "Big Data" analysis and data mining. The companies revealed are Microsoft (9/11/07), Yahoo (3/12/08), Google (1/14/09), Facebook (6/3/09), Paltalk (12/7/09), YouTube (9/24/10), Skype (2/6/11), AOL (3/31/11), Apple (added Oct, 2012—one year after Steve Jobs died, replaced by former IBMer Timothy D. Cooke[187] AT&T also participated.
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A joint investigation by Americans for Innovation and American Intelligence Media contributors
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https://aim4truth.org/

Notices: This document and its links may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself. Fair Use is relied upon for all content. No claims are made to the properties of third parties. For educational purposes only.
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